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What is Oklin?
Thank you for using Oklin International products.

What is a food waste composting machine?

Features
Tough, Efficient Microbes

Nano Deodorization System

There are numerous microbes such as molds, fungi bacteria and so forth in nature. Some of
them decompose food waste into simple and stable compounds such as water and carbon
dioxide. Oklin’s product is a composting machine that breaks down and decomposes food
waste in a short period (usually within 24 hours) by utilizing those microbes.

Most composting microbes cannot survive in the high salinity or strong acidity 
environments that are typical of much food waste. However, Oklin’s Acidulo™ 
is halophilic (salt tolerant), thermophilic (heat tolerant) and acidiphilic (acid 
tolerant) . It can decompose food waste in the toughest environments.

Oklin carbon nano processing technology collects odor causing particles and, using the 
same microbes utilized in sewage treatment plants, decomposes them into carbon dioxide 
and other simple, naturally-occurring compounds that are exhausted into the air. The 
system is environmentally friendly, with a long life span.
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How does it work?
 85-90% of food waste will be vaporized; the rest (10-15%) will be changed into compost  

  
Turn-carbohydrates, fats & proteinsinto stable and lighter molecules through the composting process.  

  

 Initial deposit After 4 hrs. After 8 hrs. After 12 hrs. After 16 hrs. After 20 hrs. After 24 hrs.

How it works Structure of the product

Lid

Food waste Exhaust to the air 

Heating

Composting 
tank

Nano chipControl unit

Microbe sawdust

Agitation 
blades

Air 
inflow

Exhaust

Deodorizing 
unit

Food waste
(Carbohydrate, fat, 

protein)

Oxygen

Acidulo™ 
microbe

Nutrient of  
microbe

Carbon 
dioxide

Water vapor

Carbohydrate + protein 
+ fat 

Carbon dioxide + water 
vapor + other (Compost)
(Grow Acidulo™  microbe) 

Oxygen Microbe

8(CH2O) + C8H12CN2O3

+

+

+

6O2

6CO2

7H2O

2C5H7NO2
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Exterior dimensions

780mm

400mm 400mm

General description

Accessories 

Exhaust hose window-installation kit

Components
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General description
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Rubber gasket
 
 

Display  (Top of the lid) 
 

 

Agitation blades
 
 
 

Lid 

Deodorizing unit 
Deodorizer 

Air intake hole
Max. indication line

 

Exhaust hole  
 

Composting tank 

 

 

 

Outer case 
 

Leg
 
 

Indicator  lamps show 
operating status of the unit.

Prevents odor from leaking during 
operation. The product operates only 
when the lid is firmly closed. 

Do not remove. If 
damaged,  odor and 
moisture can leak out.  

Exit point for  vapors 
and moisture.

These mix the food waste 
and help speed up the 
composting process. 

Place the unit on flat, 
solid surface to prevent 
noise. 

Once composted food waste reaches this 
level, you should follow procedures to 
remove some of the compost.  

Durable anti-corrosive stainless steel 
tank  protects against corrosion. 
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Main components

 
 

 

 Exhaust fan (Type: Blower fan): Expel gases (Primarily CO2 and water vapor) from the unit   

 Heater: Controls temperature inside the composting tank  

 Agitation motor: Mixes the microbe sawdust and the food waste1.

2.

3.

 

 

60Hz

Specification

Specification

Power
rating

AC 220V 
60Hz

Rated power 
input 36W

Specification

Power
rating

AC 220V 
 

Rated power 
input 9.5W

Power
rating

AC 220V 
60Hz

Rated power 
input 200W
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Temperature sensor: 

 
     

Controls temperature of the heater 
 

Temperature℃ ㏀

0 161

25 49

50 17

Humidity sensor (Electrode spacer ass’y) : 
Senses humidity in the composting tank

Door switch (Type: Reed switch): 

      
Senses open/close of the door

 
 
Check

 
Switch (Type: Push button switch): 

Used when you need to check unit operation

Main PCB (Printed Circuit Board): 
Controls overall operation of the unit

8

Display PCB (Printed Circuit Board):
Displays system operating status

4.

6.

8.

5.

7.

9.
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Operation of the display 
1. Understanding the display

 9 

Power lamp
•   The power lamp will remain on while the unit is 
plugged in. 
•   When you open the lid, the power lamp will start 
flashing and the agitation blades will stop turning.  

Power saving lamp
•   The unit will enter power saving mode once the 
decomposition process has been completed or the 
product has not been used for a while.
•  We recommend customers not to unplug the 
unit, even if they leave the house for an extended 
time. 

Check lamp
•   This lamp will blink with an alarm sound when 
the unit is overloaded, or a material has been
•  If this occurs, simply  unplug the unit and remove 
the foreign material or excess food. When you close 
the lid, the composter will resume normal 
operation once it is plugged back in. 

Operation lamp
•   This lamp indicates that the unit is actively 
composting material. 
•  During operation, the agitation blades will 
automatically rotate. 

Check button
Press check button to rotate the agitation blades. Open the lid and keep pressing the check 
button. After 3 seconds all four display lamps will start blinking with an alarm sound and the 
agitation blades will start rotating. The agitation blades will rotate for 1 min and 30 seconds 
and stop with the power lamp blinking.   
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2. Recognizing signs of problems

Display shows Means Display shows Means

  

Lid opened  

3. Power & power saving lamp on 
 Operating in power 

saving mode  

2. Power & operation lamps turned on

1. Power lamp blinking

 

Operating in normal 
condition  

4. Check lamp blinking  Agitation motor is 
overloaded. Remove 
foreign substances 
and hardened 
compost.  

Display shows Means Display shows Means
1-1. Power lamp on & 
        check lamp blinking 

 
Agitation motor not 
working
Refer to page 28 ⑩

1-2.  
        

Power lamp & 
check lamp blinking 

 

Agitation motor keeps 
working & is not 
controlled well
Refer to page 21 ②

2-1. Power lamp on & 
        operation lamp blinking 
 

 Heater not working
Refer to page 26 ⑧
 

2-2.  
        

Power lamp &
operation lamp blinking 

 

Heater is not controlled 
well & keeps working 
/overheated
Refer to page 28 ⑪

 

3-1. Power lamp on &  
        power saving lamp blinking 

 
 

* Left part(#-1) means: the circuit has disconnected (Open circuit)                    * Right part(#-2) means: short circuit

Problem occurs in 
temperature 
sensor
Refer to page 29 ⑫

3-2.  
        

Power lamp &
power saving lamp blinking 

  
Problem occurs in 
temperature sensor
Refer to page 29 ⑬

 

  Normal operation 

  Signs of problems
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Algorithm of operation
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0 89 sec.

Rotate CW
(20 sec.)Agitation motor Rotate CCW

(20 sec.)

Rotate CW
(20 sec.)

Rotate CCW
(20 sec.)

3 sec. of pause 3 sec. of pause

3 sec. of pause

Check mode

 

 
     

  

  
  

    
      

  
  

       
 

          

Operating mode

* When the unit senses obstacles, instead of stopping immediately, the unit; 
rotates to the opposite direction for 20 sec.  rotate to the other direction for 20 sec.   rotate to the other direction 20 for sec. 
 Then decide whether “overload” or not

ON

ON/OFF to maintain the programmed temperature 

Agitation Process fermentation
Agitation motor

0 8 min.30 sec.

Heater

30 min.

Exhaust fan

•  Agitation: Rotate clockwise (CW) 2 min. →  Stop 
10 sec.  →  Rotate counterclockwise (CCW) 2 min. 
→ Stop 10 sec. → Rotate CW 2 min. → Stop 10 sec.  
→ Rotate CCW 2 min. 
•  Power, operating lamps turned on
•  This mode will be repeated until the unit reaches 
the pre-programmed humidity level (Humidity  
14%) and switches to power saving mode 

Power saving mode

Agitation Process fermentation
Agitation motor

0 8 min.30 sec.

Heater

30 min.

Exhaust fan ON

OFF

•  Agitation: Rotate CW 2 min.  → Stop 10 sec.  →  Rotate 
CCW 2 min.  →  Stop 10 sec. → Rotate CW 2 min. →  Stop 
10 sec. → Rotate CCW 2 min.
•  Power, power saving lamps turned on
•  This mode will switch to operating mode when 
switches to power saving mode the humidity reaches 
the pre-programmed humidity level (Humidity 14%)

• Open the lid and press check button for 3 seconds, 
check mode will start 
•  Four display lamps turn on at the same time
•  Check mode works only when you are pressing the 
check button
•  Check mode completed after 89 seconds, and the 
unit stops
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Test mode

 

Door open → Press check button → Plug in → Alarm sound 
4  times in 4 seconds,  all lamps turn off →    Test mode starts

* All four lamps turn on for 1 sec.

* Alarm sounds for 0.1 sec.
* Power lamp turns on
* Agitation motor rotates CW for 1 sec.

* Alarm sounds for 0.1 sec.
* All four lamps turn off for 1 sec.

Agitation motor
Rotate CW

Heater

Agitation motor
Rotate CCW

Fan

Sensors
(Humidity sensor, 
temperature sensor)

* Alarm sounds 4 times in 4 sec.
* All four lamps turn off

Release check button

* Alarm sounds for 0.1 sec.
* Operating lamp turns on
* Heater turns on for 1 sec. 

Good?Good

* Power saving lamp blinking
* Starts manual test mode

N.G.

Agitation motor rotates CW
(Power lamp turns on)

• Standby after complete manual test
• When lid closed, 

the unit will begin operating normally. 

Next page 

Press check button for a second

Press check button for a second

Press check button for a second

Press check button for a second

Press check button for a second

Heater moves
(Operating lamp turns on)

Agitation motor rotates CCW
(Power saving lamp turns on)

Exhaust fan  moves
(Check lamp turns on)

Press Check button for a second

Agitation motor rotates CW, heater , 
exhaust fan moves

(Power & operating & check lamps turn on)

* Alarm sounds for 0.1 sec.
* Power saving lamp turns on
* Agitation motor rotates CCW for 1 sec.

* Alarm sounds for 0.1 sec.
* Check lamp turns on
* Fan turns on for 1 sec. 

* Alarm sounds for 0.1 sec.
* All four lamps turn 

off for 1 sec.
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 1. Agitation motor not moving  

Continued from page 12

 3. Temperature sensor disconnected  

 5. Humidity sensor disconnected

 

  2. Agitation motor malfunctioning  

 4. Temperature sensor  disconnected  

     Test mode 

 

* Power lamp turned on & 
check indicator blinking 

* Power lamp turned on & 
check indicator blinking 

* Power turned on & check 
indicator blinking 

* Power & check indicator blinking 

* Power & operating & power 
saving lamps blinking 
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Installation & operation  

 

     Installation 

  
    
     
    

1.  When moving
- The product is heavy (25㎏ including the microbe sawdust 
and accessories).  When moving the product, two or more 
people should move it together.  

  
      
   -   
     

2.  Where to install
Install the product where the floor is solid and stable. 
Install in a well ventilated area.

-
-
- Avoid areas where moisture or rain can easily reach the unit.  

  
            
      
       - 
      

3.  Stabilizing the unit and spacing
- Give space between the product and the walls (About 10Cm).
- Make sure the product doesn’t shake while operating. 
(If necessary, use the leveling wedge - one of the provided accessories 
to prevent the product from shaking)  
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5. Add the microbe sawdust
- Pour sawdust into composting tank (5ℓ x 2 bags). 
- Evenly mix with 1ℓ of water. 

 

6. Connect power
- Please make sure the power cable is properly plugged into
an electrical outlet.
-Check that the indicator lamps work properly.

7. Adding food waste
-Open the lid and feed food waste into the composting tank. 
-Start with no more than  1 kg per day, and gradually increase.

Over a period of 2 weeks to a maximum of 4-5 kg per day.  Never feed more than 4-5 kg a day. 
-Overload of food waste will slow down the composting process.
-This product works automatically.

4. Install the exhaust hose
-Do not bend the exhaust hose when installing.
-If the hose is bent in several places or sagging, water can build up inside. 
-Face the end of the exhaust hose towards the ground to prevent the rain from entering. 
- After installation, check if the air flow is strong. 
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Operation

What can be composted

16

Notice The Acidulo™  microbe will have a two week adjustment period. During this period, start adding food waste gradually,   
starting at about 20% of machine capacity and build up to a maximum up to full capacity over a two week period.

When adding food waste
Users don’t need to squeeze out water from the food. Users can pour soup and any kind of watery food with out removing water.
In case of dried food or skin of the fruits, chop them into pieces and soak in water for better performance.
Cooking oil should not be poured into the composter, but should be disposed of by another means.
Rotten food can be put in the product. 
Do not exceed machine capacity; otherwise, process time will be slower.

-
-
-
-
-
- If the sawdust looks wet and sloppy, stop adding food waste until it becomes drier and more powdery.

-  Identify and separate compostable and non-compostable food wastes before operation.
-  Do not deposit any prohibited materials to avoid contamination of compost or machine 
damage, voiding warranty. 
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How to remove compost from the product

The compost will accumulate after a while. 
When the compost is filled up until the max. indication line, you should remove some of it until just above the level of the axis.

• Open the lid. 
• Use the small shovel when removing compost.
• Remove compost until just above the level of the axis.

The day before you need to remove compost, do not add food waste and please wait until the power saving lamp turns on. 
 

Do not remove all of the sawdust even when you need to clean the machine
(Without the sawdust, there are no microbes, and decomposing will not occur.)Notice

How to use removed sawdust as compost

• Compost directly out of the product is considered ‘raw compost’ not ‘mature compost’.  To use raw compost immediately, it must be mixed with soil 
or leaves in a ratio of 1 part raw compost to 10 parts soil or leaves.  Use of pure raw compost on plants may ‘burn’ plants or inhibit growth.

※ When you want to keep raw compost for later use: 
• Place in a plastic bag and seal it. 
• when you keep them outside, please pack it well. 
• If the compost is wet, dry it out first before bagging it. 

17

Max. indication line

Compost 

Axis

Agitation blades
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Safety notice
  Warning: Severe injury may result if you don’t follow safety guidelines. 

Please do not disassemble, repair or rebuild 
on your own. Allow Oklin’s engineer to do it 
for you. Improper installation can cause fire, 
electric shock or explosion and you can get be 
injured. 

 

Keep the sawdust away from children’s reach 
and don’t let them handle or eat it. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Do not spray water directly onto the product.  
It can cause electric shock

Make sure children don’t go up to the product 
or climb into the composting tank.  
Children can fall down or get hurt. 

Do not install where 
the product can 
easily affected by 
water or rain. 

Do not touch 
electrical outlet and 
power cable with 
wet hand.  You may 
receive an electrical 
shock.

Do not touch inside of the composting tank. 
You can get burned. 
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Troubleshooting
1) Normal operation

Problem found Reason What you should do 

 Is   

 
  

  

   

  clogged?  

 

  

  

  

 

  

  

  

  

Power lamp is blinking. the lid opened? Close the lid. 

Checking lamp keeps blinking and alarming.

The agitation blades cannot rotate because of  
foreign substances. Unplug and remove foreign substances.

The Agitation blades cannot rotate because the 
sawdust hardened? Unplug and remove the dried parts. 

A screeching sound is heard. That is a large piece of food waste or garbage 
scratching the inside of the composting tank. Unplug and remove the large piece.

Decomposing process takes too long, or 
doesn’t decompose at all. Is the deodorizing unit Separate the deodorizing unit  from the 

product and clean it well. 

Foul odor.

Is the exhaust hose installed loosely? Install the exhaust well. Use adhesive to seal it 
if necessary. 

Food waste is on the exterior of the 
deodorizing unit or the lid? Clean the product. 

Is the lid partially open? Close the Lid completely. 

Beads of water have formed inside of the lid, 
and water drips when the lid is opened.

Is the deodorizing box in the composting tank 
clogged?

Separate the deodorizing unit  from the 
product and clean it well. 

Is the food waste too watery? Stop putting food waste for 1 to 2 days, wait 
and see. 

Does air come out from the end of the exhaust 
hose?

The exhaust hose is clogged or the exhaust fan 
has a problem. Contact the store or distributor 
where you bought the product. 

Steam rises when the lid is opened. The product is heating the food waste to help 
the microbe decompose well. Steaming is normal.  
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2) Trouble shooting and trouble shooting flowchart

Issues list

1. Agitation blade broken

2. Power & check lamps are blinking OR agitation blades keep rotating when the lid is opened

3. Power lamp keeps blinking when the lid has closed and composter is not working properly

4. The product makes excessive noise

5. Check lamp blinks and an alarm sounds

6. Composter has dried and hardened with no heat

7. The product doesn’t work when plugged in

8. Power lamp on, operating lamp blinking and an alarm sounds 

9. Beads of water have formed inside of the lid, water drips when the lid is opened and there is a foul odor

10. Power lamp on, check lamp blinking and an alarm sounds 

11. Power & operating lamps blinking and an alarm sounds 

12. Power lamp on, power saving lamp blinking and an alarm sounds 

13. Power & power saving lamps blinking and an alarm sounds 
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1. Agitation blades broke

         

2. Power lamp and check lamp are blinking OR agitation blades keep rotating when the lid is opened

Power lamp & check lamp blinking and an alarm sounds 

Check door switch 

Agitation blades keep rotating when the lid has opened 

Check main PCB 

*Contact your Oklin
representative for door 

switch diagnose

*Contact your Oklin
representative for PCB 

diagnose

Problem found 

Replace door switch 
*Contact your Oklin

representative

Problem not 
found 

  

Problem found 

Replace PCB 
*Contact your Oklin

representative

21 

 
Find which agitation blades have broken 

 

Remove  the compost from the composting tank 

Replace a new agitation blade 
*Contact your Oklin representative

 
Put removed compost back until just above the level of 

the axis 
 

Completed 
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3. Power lamp keeps blinking when the lid has closed and composter is not working properly

*Contact your Oklin representative 
for door switch diagnose

*Contact your Oklin representative for 
PCB diagnose

Power lamp keep blinking when the lid has 
closed and is not working properly 

Replace door switch 
*Contact your Oklin

representative

Replace PCB 
*Contact your Oklin

representative

  

Problem not 
found 

Problem found 

Problem found 
Check door switch 

Check main PCB 
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4. The product makes excessive noise

         

  

23 

Does the composter make excessive noise? 

Remove food or foreign substances inside of 
the product 

See if any agitation blade has broken, change 
the broken agitation blades 

*Contact your Oklin representative

Yes 

Put back the removed compost until just 
above the level of the axis.  

Agitation motor makes noise? 

No 

Replace agitation motor 
*Contact your Oklin representative

No 

 Exhaust fan makes noise? Replace exhaust fan 
*Contact your Oklin representative

Do you hear stamping sound sometimes? 

Check if the chain is tight enough.   
If problem found,  

Replace chain and add grease. 
*Contact your Oklin representative
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5. Check lamp blinks and an alarm sounds

         Check how much compost has 
been made

 

Remove compost until just above the axis 

Check the status of compost

 

Break the compost into pieces. Remove dried 
and hardened compost

 

Check if there are foreign substances (include hardened food) in the 
composting tank

 

Unplug, remove the foreign substances

 

Check interference between the agitation blades 
and

 

cutter

 

Replace agitation blades

 *Contact your Oklin representative

Too much

 

Not much

 

Harden

 

Foreign substances 

 found

 

Normal

 

Foreign substances 

 not found

 

Have interference

 

  

* Cutter is located in the bottom 

 
   

of the agitation tank 

 

Remove all of the compost in the 

 composting tank
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6. Composter has dried and hardened with no heat        

Remove compost and check if the humidity sensor has problem  

Check if it is disconnected 

Check heater 

Check temperature sensor 

Check main PCB 

Replace  
humidity sensor 

*Contact your Oklin
representative

Problem found 

Problem not found 

Replace cable of 
humidity sensor 

*Contact your Oklin
representative

Disconnected 

*Contact your Oklin
representative for 

heater diagnose

*Contact your Oklin
representative for 

temperature sensor
diagnose

*Contact your Oklin
representative for PCB 

diagnose

Replace heater 
*Contact your Oklin representative

Replace temperature sensor 
*Contact your Oklin representative

Replace main PCB 
*Contact your Oklin representative

Problem found 

  

Problem not found 

Problem not found 

Problem not found 

Problem found 

Problem found 
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Check if the product is plugged in

Check if the electronic socket of the user’s house 
has  power

Check main PCB
*Contact your Oklin

representative for PCB 
diagnose

Replace main PCB
*Contact your Oklin

representative

Problem found

7. The product doesn’t work when plugged in

8. Power lamp on, operating lamp blinking and an alarm sounds 

Check if the inside of the composting tank is warm

Check heater

*Contact your Oklin
representative for 

heater diagnose

Check temperature sensor

*Contact your Oklin
representative for 

temperature sensor 
diagnose

Check main PCB
*Contact your Oklin

representative for PCB 
diagnose

Not warm

Replace heater
*Contact your Oklin representative

Replace temperature sensor
*Contact your Oklin representative

Replace main PCB
*Contact your Oklin representative

Problem found

Problem found

Problem found

Problem not found

Problem not found

Problem not found

Problem not found
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9. Beads of water have formed inside of the lid, water drips
when the lid is opened and there is a foul odor

See if there is back flow of air so it brings back bad 
smell to the inside of the product

If the window is opened, close the window. 
Face the end of the exhaust hose

to the ground

Check deodorizing unit 

Check exhaust fan

Check if the exhaust hole
have clogged

*Contact your Oklin
representative for heater 

diagnose

Check if the exhaust hose is 
connected well Connect it to the product tightly 

If it is connected as U, S type
- Separate hose from the product
- Remove foreign substances from inside of the hose
- Install the hose straight 
- Check wind speed of the exhaust hose

Check if the bad smell 
comes out of the lid

Replace
rubber gasket

Remove foreign substances 
in the exhaust hole

Yes

No

Problem found

Leaking

Clogged

Replace exhaust fan
*Contact your Oklin

representative

Problem not found

Problem found

Problem not found

Replace
rubber gasket

Problem not found

Problem not found
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10. Power lamp on, check lamp blinking and an alarm sounds 

11. Power & operating lamps blinking and an alarm sounds  
Check if the inside of the composting tank is 

overheated

*Contact your Oklin
representative for 

heater diagnose

*Contact your Oklin
representative for 

temperature sensor 
diagnose

*Contact your Oklin
representative for PCB 

diagnose

Overheated

OK 

Open the lid and press check button to see if the 
agitation blades rotate well

Check agitation motor

*Contact your Oklin
representative for 

agitation motor 
diagnose

Check main PCB
*Contact your Oklin

representative for PCB 
diagnose

Replace agitation motor
*Contact your Oklinrepresentative

OK

Replace main PCB
*Contact your Oklin representative

OK

Not OK

Not OK

Replace heater
*Contact your Oklin representative

Replace temperature sensor
*Contact your Oklin representative

Replace main PCB
*Contact your Oklin representative

Check heater

Check temperature sensor

Check main PCB

OK

Not OK

Not OK

Not OK
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12. Power lamp on, power saving lamp blinking and an alarm sounds 

13. Power & power saving lamps blinking and an alarm sounds 

Check if the inside of the composting tank is warm

Check temperature sensor

Check main PCB

Not OK

Not OK

No

OK

Replace temperature sensor
*Contact your Oklin

representative

Replace main PCB
*Contact your Oklin

representative

Replace temperature sensor
*Contact your Oklin

representative

Replace main PCB
*Contact your Oklin

representative

*Contact your Oklin
representative for 

heater diagnose

*Contact your Oklin
representative for PCB 

diagnose

Check if the inside of the composting tank is warm

Check temperature sensor

Check main PCB

Not OK

Not OK

No

OK

*Contact your Oklin
representative for 

temperature sensor 
diagnose

*Contact your Oklin
representative for PCB 

diagnose
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Preventative maintenance 
(for user) 

*Please contact your Oklin representative for maintenance details!

Where to 
check What to check When to 

check Note

1  Exterior of 
product 

Check if a steady and strong stream of air comes out from the end of 
the exhaust hose. Frequently 

2 
Inside 

composting 
tank  

Check if the composting tank is warm.  
Every time 

food waste is 
added 

3 
Inside 

composting 
tank  

Check to be sure the deodorizing unit is not blocked. Frequently 

4 
Inside 

composting 
tank  

Check if there are any foreign materials or food waste around the lid.  
Every time 

food waste is 
added 

5 
Inside 

composting 
tank  

Check if there are any foreign materials inside the composting tank. 
Every time 

food waste is 
added 

6 
Inside 

composting 
tank  

Scrape out sticky compost formed from the tank surface 

7 Exterior of 
product Check if the display lamps work.  Frequently 
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Name of the spare part Item no. Specifications

1) Main PCB Ass'y BKA20134G01 Single -phase, 220V 60Hz

2) Humidity sensor wire BKA30296G01

3) Geared motor Ass'y
(Agitation motor) BKA20107G03 Single -phase, 220V 60Hz

4) Blower fan Ass'y
(Exhaust fan) BKA20140G01 Single -phase, 220V 60Hz

5) Agitation blades -C OKA30015G03 1)Stick_STS304 Ø11xL180 2)blade_STS430

6) Agitation blades -S OKA30030G03 1)Stick_STS304 Ø11xL180 2)blade_STS430

7) Chain BKC30006 -01 SM45C, No_#35 -1

8) Sprocket (60T) OKA30012G01 SS400, 3.2t x Ø187(60T)

9) Bearing holder Ass'y BKA30307
GFN3, Ø66.2x21
(Ball bearing 6003ZZ,  oil seal 12 -35 -8)

10) Exhaust hose BKP30459 -01 EVA+LDP, Ø28x1600

11) Temperature sensor BKA40267G01 Old

12) Temperature sensor OKA40031G01 New

13) Electrode spacer Ass'y BKA30328G01 Electrode spacer : POM 88 -38, bolt : STS304

14) Axis (Shaft) BKP30476 -01 STS410, Ø22x286.8

15) Front panel (White) BKP00124 -01  ABS -HF-380 -05255, 2.5t 400x682x52.5

16) Left  panel (White) BKP00126 -01  ABS -HF-380 -48283, 2.5t 2.5t 637.2x700x52.5

17) Right panel (White) BKP00127 -01 ABS -HF-380 -48283, 2.5t 2.5t 637.2x700x52.5

18) Back panel (White) BKP00120 -01 PP M540, 2.5t 324.4x682x24.8

List of spare parts 
*Please contact your Oklin representative for maintenance details!
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